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Abstract
Amidst the surge in AI-oriented commercial ventures, music is a site of intensive efforts to innovate. A number of companies 
are seeking to apply AI to music production and consumption, and amongst them several are seeking to reinvent the music 
listening experience as adaptive, interactive, functional and infinitely generative. These are bold objectives, having no clear 
roadmap for what designs, technologies and use cases, if any, will be successful. Thus each company relies on speculative 
product visions. Through four case studies of such companies, I consider how product visions must carefully provide a clear 
plan for developers and investors, whilst also remaining open to agile user-centred product development strategies, which 
I discuss in terms of the ‘blind search’ nature of innovation. I suggest that innovation in this area needs to be understood in 
terms of technological emergence, which is neither technologically determinist nor driven entirely by the visions of founders, 
but through a complex of interacting forces. I also consider, through these cases, how, through the accumulation of residual 
value, all such start-up work risks being exapted for more familiar extractive capitalist agendas under the general process 
that Doctorow calls “enshittification”. Lastly, I consider a number of other more specific ways in which these projects, if 
their growth is achieved, could influence music culture more broadly.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, I consider how a number of music AI start-ups 
are attempting to undertake a long-prophesised revolution 
in music technology in which the “fixed media” form of 
recorded music is replaced by dynamic and adaptive streams 
of generative and interactive music, and examine what the 
potential impacts of this commercial drive are for music cul-
ture. I do this through a comparative study of four organisa-
tions—three start-ups and one music production studio—
each developing their own in-house software frameworks 
for the dynamic mixing and streaming of music. I loosely 
categorise these frameworks as “generative music engines”, 
abbreviated as GMEs.

These companies are part of a surge of interest in com-
mercial applications of AI to music, fuelled by a bull-
ish investment interest in new AI applications. There is 

reasonable expectation that such commercial GME creators 
could become major music platforms. Even if they fail at 
this, such start-ups have the potential to develop other valu-
able technologies and assets that could make them worthy 
of acquisition. Venture capital has been keen to secure a foot 
in the door in any such market breakthrough. In 2019, for 
example, high-profile tech investor Vinod Khosla, claimed 
that algorithmically generated music that responds to our 
mood will rapidly and completely displace recorded music.1

Yet, GMEs are a highly speculative area for commercial 
success. Unlike many application areas for AI, where there is 
a clear user-need or “pain point” that new technology would 
solve, there is no obvious market need that is fulfilled by 
GMEs. They are significantly more complex than existing 
media production and distribution methods, presenting an 
array of complex interconnected, design and creative-prac-
tice problems to solve, and they also face a “cold-start” prob-
lem: in order to be profitable, they must build a community 
of users in a previously unexplored area, at the same time as 
developing new software designs and accumulating content, 
resulting in “product-market fit”.
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This potentially radical impact on music culture from the 
commercial sector, speculative though it is, warrants a bet-
ter understanding of how start-ups are tackling this complex 
innovation landscape. This is particularly important because 
commercial products, platforms and cultures of practice 
can become rapidly locked in once they have become estab-
lished, and because large commercial platforms have widely 
discussed downsides including hidden data extraction prac-
tices, effective monopolies (Crawford 2021), and a tendency 
towards what Cory Doctorow calls “enshittification” (Doc-
torow 2023): the doubling down on profits through reduced 
service quality after an initial honeymoon period.

In this paper, I investigate the work of four companies 
developing GMEs, looking at the products they are develop-
ing, how they communicate a value proposition about gen-
erative music, and how they approach innovation, especially 
the need to be open to unexpected innovation opportunities. 
The result is a detailed snapshot of the present commercial 
search for successful GMEs. I then analyse this snapshot 
from a sociotechnical systems perspective in which the form 
of GMEs and related products are understood as emerging 
through a complex interaction of factors and competing 
actors. This analysis is used to critically examine how com-
mercially driven start-up culture potentially impacts creative 
music practices more broadly. In this I align with Georgina 
Born, who in a recent paper (Born 2022a, b) argues that 
multiple relationships between music, AI and culture are 
simultaneously at play. Specifically, Born both welcomes 
and points to the limits of a Foucauldian perspective (and 
specific recent work such as Prey 2018; Drott 2018; Stark 
2018)) that prioritises attending to the commercial world’s 
power over its consumers, and the need to maintain critical 
oversight over such power. She balances such a perspec-
tive with the need to understand culture as shaped through 
more chaotic and less controlled interacting forces, result-
ing in emergent phenomena, where commercial initiatives 
are constrained by the unpredictable nature of technologies 
and users.

This paper attempts to capture and develop an under-
standing of this dynamic, in which founders balance the 
pitching of bold product visions with the need to be flexible 
and responsive to their unfolding understanding of technolo-
gies and users, and the ever-present option of being acquired. 
It critically examines what potential impacts this dynamic of 
commercial innovation has on the unfolding of new cultures 
of music production and consumption. It considers how the 
visions presented by founders, that emphasise a benefit to 
society by enhancing and enriching music culture, play out 
under the commercial pressures placed on start-ups under 
the conditions of their funding.

Methodologically, I construct this snapshot through inter-
views with founders and developers, and archival and online 
research of company websites, profiles, public media articles 

and user forums. Additionally, in the case of Uncanny Val-
ley, with whom I collaborate, I include participant observa-
tion. Due to limited access to technical details of each com-
pany’s technology, my understanding of their GME designs 
is partly speculative, but I bring my own years of experience 
working with GME architectures and constraints to make 
reasonable guesses about these system implementations.

These case studies serve two core questions, both of 
which centre around how companies are presenting value 
propositions and product visions: Q1 how do start-ups 
manage innovation in such a speculative field? Q2 how 
does their own conception of value play out in the deci-
sions they make? I will elaborate on these questions below 
through two thematic discussions. More broadly, these two 
questions relate to issues of autonomy, and what forces are 
truly responsible for shaping sociotechnical outcomes. This 
informs a discussion about the potential risks and opportuni-
ties for music culture.

This paper proceeds by introducing GMEs (Sect. 2), then 
discussing the two themes related to questions (1 and 2) 
(Sects. 3 and 4). Then I will present the four case studies 
(Sect. 5), followed by some pairwise comparisons between 
the organisations (Sect. 6). The questions are discussed in 
Sect. 7.

2  What is a generative music engine?

The use of algorithms to generate music has a long history 
in academia and experimental arts (Dean 2018), but until 
recently limited commercial application. As algorithmic 
content generation technologies have advanced, new com-
mercial applications have come into view. The focus of this 
paper is the specific subdomain of commercial music tech-
nology companies which seek to create new forms of genera-
tive, reactive and interactive music experiences. This author 
could identify well over 100 companies working at the AI 
music intersection, including several that have received 
many tens of millions of dollars in funding. Several of these 
are working in new forms of music distribution and con-
sumption. Amongst those, the companies that are considered 
here are prominent. Conceivably, by innovating successful 
new music consumption experiences, an emerging company 
such as these could be the next Spotify, with immense poten-
tial for holding attention, stimulating participation, perform-
ing personal data extraction, and controlling music markets.

Influential visions of the impact of generative music on 
music experience have shaped this debate for some time. In 
the 1990s, Brian Eno asked if the production of static musi-
cal recordings might soon be displaced by generative music 
as the dominant form of music listening experience (Eno 
1996). “You mean you used to listen to exactly the same 
thing over and over again?” he imagines his grandchildren 
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asking him. More boldly, Ray Kurzweil predicted in 1999 
that by 2019 AI artists would stand as equals alongside 
human artists (Kurzweil 1999). These longstanding com-
mentaries indicate that the question of forms of generative 
music experience have been in mind and conceptually well 
explored. But only relatively recently has there been any 
significant push to develop products that achieve this reality, 
including commercial, open source and academic initiatives.

In the past few years, there has been a rapid shift pow-
ered in part by advances in AI, but arguably more so by the 
evolution of the data infrastructures and cloud and mobile 
platform ecosystems that make new forms of generative and 
networked musical experience practicable (Crawford 2021). 
i.e., now that everybody has a powerful cloud-networked 
computer with realtime audio capabilities on their person, 
innovative AI music experiences have a market in waiting. 
(As discussed below, (Drott 2021) also proposes a basis for 
this expansion in the circumstances of global capital). The 
companies covered in this paper (whose applications are dis-
cussed below) each have in common that they are working to 
create dynamic music experiences in which original musical 
passages are mixed and modified either via generative pro-
cesses or interactively by users. These companies are work-
ing to build large datasets of musical elements, along with 
a structured engine that arranges and sequences this music 
according to musical rules and input parameters.

A GME, then, is a system consisting of realtime rendering 
software, musical assets, other backend software, and asso-
ciated organisational strategies and workflows, that can be 
used to deliver final music tracks dynamically. This defini-
tion includes very simple systems that don’t overtly use AI. 
In the simplest case, a dataset of audio loops of drum-beats, 
basslines, chord lines and melody lines could be played back 
through a four-track looper picking parts according to simple 
algorithmic rules. Such systems have existed in the gam-
ing world for years, used to make reactive soundtracks for 
games.

Specifically (Fig. 1) , a GME supports the dynamic gen-
eration of musical content, personalised for a listener, and 
potentially utilising a range of real-time data sources such as 
movement, time of day, physiological data or data from the 
built environment (right). It is delivered through real-time 
software (the GME itself) that composes, arranges and mixes 
music either on the cloud (server side) or on a device (client 
side), such as through a website, app or situated computer 
program (such as in a hotel lobby) (Fig. 1, middle verti-
cal line). GMEs utilise a combination of raw music assets, 
which may be in audio, symbolic, rule-based or other algo-
rithmic forms, and software elements that perform dynamic 
arrangement and mixing (Fig. 1, top left). Musical elements 
may be created by 3rd party external or in-house creators, 
and software elements may be created by 3rd party or in-
house developers (Fig. 1, bottom left). Raw music assets 
may also be compiled or created using machine analysis or 
generation processes, such as analysing existing music to 
create a database of chord progressions.

Some generative music systems may make heavy use 
of AI, but we can consider the AI and the engine itself to 
be orthogonal elements. GMEs are broad frameworks in 
which AI may be used in a range of ways, from generating 
melodies, to running offline batch-processing of audio files 
for tagging purposes. Indeed, they are very much in flux 
in relation to the promise and use of AI; a GME may be 
general enough to have the capacity to switch between a 
stable dataset of pre-generated melodic lines, and a more 
experimental, risky melody generator which is being 
incrementally improved. In the world of “software-as-a-
service”, companies are adept at building highly modular 
programs with many swappable elements.

Relatedly, a broad observation with these and other 
companies is that when they cite the power of AI in their 

Fig. 1  Generic depiction of 
the sociotechnical architecture 
of a generative music engine 
(GME). See main text for 
details
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marketing, it is typically hard to pinpoint what it is being 
used for.2 AI is seen as supporting the credibility of effec-
tive dynamic music generation, but such a perception can 
be expected to evolve as the technology and our relation-
ship to it changes. This will be explored in the following 
examples.

3  Start‑up innovation in GMEs

Innovation is inherently speculative and exploratory, but 
as the above section makes clear, GMEs represent a strong 
example of a complex design space in which multiple fac-
tors—economic, cultural, technical—must be simultane-
ously addressed, with is no clear and fixed measure of what 
makes a particular GME design good. Technically, GMEs 
are deceptively simple in one sense: often the user experi-
ence is as simple as clicking on a stream and listening to it. 
But under the hood they present myriad technical design 
decisions. Considering the realtime rendering engine alone 
in terms of just one of many examples, decisions need to be 
made about whether digital audio effects (like reverb and 
EQ) will be applied to individual tracks in realtime, bear-
ing in mind that rendering may need to happen on limited 
resources such as smartphone CPUs. Any such decisions 
may have radical impacts down the line: a limited suite of 
effects may put off artists from using the tool; but including 
effects may present problems for how well music plays on 
smartphones.

How exactly a GME mixes musical elements is a cen-
tral issue, since this is the primary aspect being taken out 
of the hands of music producers and automated: should it 
implement a single algorithm applied to all musical styles?; 
should individual artists be able to specify rules about how 
their music is mixed?; could AI be used to listen to, evalu-
ate and improve the resulting mixes? Whether a GME is 
intended to work with material composed by multiple human 
artists, or fully AI-generated material, these are problems 
that remain to be solved, and for any given solution, further 
usability and interaction design questions arise. At the other 
end of the pipeline lie sociocultural and aesthetic issues: 
who will listen to GME-created music? Where, when and 
why? What are the criteria for a successful experience? How 
will it be paid for? How will it compete with existing music 
streaming experiences? Back again at the creation end: will 
artists embrace music creation for GMEs? Do GME creation 

tools need to be integrated into existing digital audio work-
stations (DAWs)?

Innovation in this area is thus both routine and extraor-
dinary; it is one thing to envision a new AI-powered music 
product, but another thing altogether to make it work, and 
create a market for it, where no user need is immediately 
evident.

How, then, do GME developers, and the wider innovation 
ecosystem they inhabit, manage technical innovation, social 
discourses about their value and product visions, and other 
competing constraints?

This can be framed by two themes relating to risk in 
start-up culture. Firstly, fundamental to start-up culture is 
the idea that individual start-ups have a low chance of suc-
cess, but a potentially very high yield if successful. Inves-
tors, particularly venture capitalists (VCs), are prepared for 
the fact that most companies they back will not survive, 
while a handful may produce 10 ×, 100 ×, 1000 × or more 
returns, outweighing the losses. The other theme is that the 
start-ups themselves, if run well, will constantly monitor 
and adapt to what they learn about user needs in search of a 
“product-market-fit” (Seibel 2018). A complex of design and 
innovation methods, including agile software development, 
human-centered design, and rapid prototyping, has arisen in 
start-up innovation communities to address this challenge. A 
key principle here is to draw on the humility of the scientist, 
that only by listening and responding to evidence can great 
products be created. Yet, innovation leaders must lead with 
strongly directed product ideas.

Both themes channel the fundamentally “blind search” 
nature of creativity and innovation, at the heart of which 
is the idea that in previously unexplored domains innova-
tors cannot possibly know which path will take them to a 
winning solution (Perkins 1996; Simonton 2011; Stanley 
and Lehman 2015). Accordingly, the most powerful strategy 
in innovation is not to plan a path to a successful design, 
but to allow informed but partially undirected search to 
take place. The concept is compellingly expressed through 
a spatial metaphor3 by Weber, Perkins, et al. (Weber and 
Perkins 1992), where a goal is represented as a point in a 
geographic domain, the location of which is not known, like 
hidden treasure (Fig. 2). They compare “homing spaces”, 
where local information points to the solution, with “Klond-
ike spaces”, named after the Klondike gold fields, where 
local information may give no clues, or even be misleading, 
as to where a productive solution lies. Such logic leads to 
well-known heuristic search strategies outlined in several 
key texts on creativity (Boden 1990; Sternberg and Lubart 

3 Which seems almost unavoidable; I have already used the word 
path.

2 Indeed, the utility of the term artificial intelligence to describe 
current advanced machine learning systems is in question. https:// 
medium. com/ center- on- priva cy- techn ology/ artifi ce- and- intel ligen ce% 
C2% B9- f00da 128d3 cd

https://medium.com/center-on-privacy-technology/artifice-and-intelligence%C2%B9-f00da128d3cd
https://medium.com/center-on-privacy-technology/artifice-and-intelligence%C2%B9-f00da128d3cd
https://medium.com/center-on-privacy-technology/artifice-and-intelligence%C2%B9-f00da128d3cd
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1991; Amabile 1996; Sternberg 2006; Simonton 2011), and 
echoed in start-up doctrine.

Accordingly, the VC invests in founders, their teams and 
their visions, but they spread their bets. Specific successes 
and failures have low predictability; the investor thinks of 
the statistics of success and failure across a larger number 
of companies. An investor sees that AI will surely transform 
music delivery, but can’t imagine what form that disrup-
tion will take, so they scan competing alternative visions 
(YCombinator 2019). Likewise, individual companies must 
maintain one or more product visions which direct their 
development, but by working in an agile, iterative manner 
with user needs as their focus, can keep scanning for pro-
ductive changes to that vision. The epitome of this adaptive, 
search-based thinking can be found in the principles of the 
“Lean Start-Up” model (Eisenmann et al. 2012).

A potential point of friction, then, lies in the need for 
founders to commit to clear product visions—as presented 
to investors, employees and customers—whilst remaining 
agile. Given the potential value of blind, exploratory search, 
how should we understand the untested visions of compa-
nies for their generative music products? Are they literal 
visions of future products, or can they be treated as looser 
placeholders that establish the conditions for more blind, 
experimental forays into the unexplored spaces of music 
technology? A fruitful way forward is that they should be 
seen as both, and that any vision can be read both in terms of 
its literal playing out, and in terms of its potential to create 
the conditions for further agile innovation.

As illustrated in the following sections, the AI music 
domain has an especially large number of start-ups that have 
very speculative value propositions, perhaps supported more 
by conviction than by evidence of a user-need. This keen-
ness to put exploration first was anecdotally reinforced by a 
friend recently embarking on a music AI start-up who stated 
this explicitly: their plan was start by building a generative 
system and then explore its potential uses, of which there 
was a wide range of possibilities (personalisation, focus 
music, branding and so on). Once they had the basic engine 
set up, they would be in a position to explore all these use 
cases through rapid prototypes and user-centred design. In 

the absence of a clear goal, or developed user testing frame-
work, the initial engine design could only come down to the 
developer’s intuition, immediately shaping the development 
journey in undirected ways.

Thus, both within and between individual start-ups, inno-
vation can be understood as a tussle between a more concrete 
product vision and a placeholder vision which allows for 
aspects of blind search to take place. Here, I take inspiration 
from Hodgson’s (Hodgson 2020) work on the concept of 
imagined metrics, also applied to music technology start-up 
companies. Hodgson shows how the metrics describing a 
company’s predicted performance are frequently knowingly 
exaggerated by CEOs, investors and staff, an open secret that 
is nevertheless useful for rallying commitment, investment, 
and enthusiasm. As Hodgson details, this is more than a sim-
plistic or cynical drive to over-value companies, but more 
functionally stands to steer the company towards profitable 
opportunities. In this way, imagined metrics themselves 
might even be seen as a critical mechanism for forcing more 
open-ended search ambition in start-ups.

This theme gives context to this paper’s first research 
question, now stated as follows: how is the power of blind 
search manifest in the companies’ strategies, and how do 
they reconcile agility with a clear direction?

4  Acquisitions, pivots and extraction

Bound up with the question of how innovation is treated is 
the multifaceted nature of a company’s value. The primary 
focus on a company’s value is the value of the product it is 
busy creating, but value also exists in the accumulation of 
a user base, and the construction of teams, culture, user-
centred knowledge, and diverse assets ranging from tables 
and chairs to collections of tagged audio samples, patents, 
user data and lines of code. A company can fail to produce 
the product it set out to make but still have significant accu-
mulated value, potentially being successfully acquired for 
reasons not directly related to its primary product offering.

Amongst this array of sources of value, the value of 
people, and their organisation into teams, is particularly 

Fig. 2  From Weber and Perkins 
(1992). Homing using local 
information can happen in some 
creative contexts (A) but more 
generally it is blind (B)
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important, as voiced by investors and managers. VCs stress 
the character of their founders, even suggesting that the par-
ticular details and plausibility of a pitch are less important 
than the capability of the founder to inspire a vision (Can-
non 2019; Drott 2021). Similarly, CEOs and other leaders 
are strongly focused on building the right teams, working 
together in the right way. Even if a product is not a commer-
cial success, the team may still have proven value.

Acquisition is a natural outcome for start-ups, and notable 
acquisitions have already occurred in the music AI space. 
UK AI music start-up Jukedeck was acquired by Bytedance 
in 2019 and another start-up from Abbey Road Red in Lon-
don, called, confusingly AI Music, was acquired by Apple 
in 2022. In both cases, the company then ceased to exist and 
the product vision the company was offering disappeared 
into the acquiring company. The respective acquiring com-
panies redeployed the teams, IP, databases and so on. User 
agreements with standing users may have been updated in 
the process (Drott 2021). Such moments potentially have 
great significance: privately owned software developed 
according to a particular vision and set of values can easily 
detached from that vision and set of values.

In comparison, the musical instrument company Roli, 
with several performing products, overcapitalised and filed 
for bankruptcy in 2021 (Seah 2021). They had overesti-
mated the market for instrument concepts that turned out to 
be more specialised than they anticipated. In response, they 
pivoted their business to music education products (combin-
ing media and interfaces), where a wider mass market could 
be identified.

Thus, diverse forms of value are a daily factor in decision 
making. Accumulating a database of audio samples, meta-
data and software infrastructure may be a distraction from 
real innovation but if well managed, is a value-accumulating 
activity. Added to this, putting together innovative teams of 
musicians and software developers, a new collective entity 
empowered to break ground in music technology applica-
tions, is arguably the most important innovation work these 
companies can do.

This relates to start-up founders’ visions and values. Each 
operates knowing that if their primary product visions fail, 
or even if they succeed, an outcome may involve acquisition 
by companies who do not share the same values, and par-
ticularly those whose core business is data extraction. Thus, 
whilst, in terms of problem solving and search, start-ups 
can be understood as an effective way to divide up the work 
of solving needs in society (how start-up infrastructures are 
commonly promoted and justified to governments), they are 
positioned in ecosystems where noble aims can be easily 
converted to extractive goals (Drott 2021; Watson and Ley-
shon 2022).

Drott highlights this generative force in recent work on 
AI music start-ups, by considering how extractive capitalism 
seeks innovative markets:

“[a] key factor driving the growth of commercial AI 
has been the considerable financial investment that 
has been staked on such ventures. This is of a piece 
with the massive injection of capital into AI-related 
research and development that has taken place since 
2010, itself tied to broader political-economic tenden-
cies: a growing mass of surplus capital in search of 
profitable sites of investment; the long-term decline 
in productivity in capitalist economies worldwide; 
and, concomitantly, the search for technical or other 
fixes that might reverse these trends and relaunch a 
new wave of capital accumulation. ... This influx of 
capital into AI in general and music AI specifically 
represents a wager, one staked on its future profitabil-
ity. Whether or not this wager pays off, it is already 
having an impact, by reshaping perceptions of what 
music AI is or should be.” (Drott 2021).

Thus, we might analyse the problem of understanding 
start-up innovation and impact in music as one in which 
product visions are not only ambiguous, but are vulnerable 
to a sort of systematic exaptation. Within this, the founders’ 
and company employees’ immediate vision and innovation 
work may be subverted by competing forces.

This theme gives the context for the paper’s second ques-
tion: how do diverse conceptions of company value play out 
in the decisions they make?

5  Four stories of value creation

With these themes in mind, I now consider four companies 
engaged in commercial applications of their own GMEs, 
focusing on their visions associated with specific product 
concepts and the value they bring to users and investors. 
These four case studies are descriptive, and help illustrate 
different actors’ needs, concerns and perception of value 
as the development of each company’s software products 
unfolds. They are built primarily using online publicly vis-
ible resources, supported by interviews with the company 
CEOs (except Endel) and participant observation (in the case 
of Uncanny Valley).4

5.1  Endel—making the case for functional music 

Endel (https:// endel. io) is a mature music technology 
start-up, which provides subscription-based functional 

4 Data can be made available on reasonable request.

https://endel.io
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music experiences; music specifically targeted at support-
ing relaxation, focus, sleep and other mental states. It has 
received over $20M in funding (https:// www. crunc hbase. 
com/ organ izati on/ endel). Endel users can tune into a number 
of “scenarios” via a phone, watch or desktop app, which can 
also utilise movement, pulse or other physiological data to 
modify the music in realtime. These scenarios include artist 
collaborations with well-known artists such as Grimes and 
techno veteran Richie Hawtin.

Endel are far from alone in vying for paying consumers 
of functional music, which has a long history. Playlists on 
popular streaming platforms dedicated to sleep, focus and 
relaxation have huge play counts and are thus an important 
source of revenue. Importantly, here, the identity of the art-
ists responsible for this music is often far less significant to 
listeners than in other listening contexts. Indeed, it may be 
considered one of many sources of distraction, from which 
functional music seeks to offer an escape.

Setting themselves apart from the competing producers of 
functional music, who aspire to get onto high-ranking play-
list on major platforms, Endel have set out to provide a more 
advanced and complete lifestyle subscription service entirely 
removed from existing platforms, a platform in itself. They 
make two critical claims here: the first is that Endel’s music 
is made with a scientific understanding of how music and 
sound can shape cognition. Amongst other research refer-
ences, they point to an arms-length research paper claiming 
to show quantitatively that Endel’s music outperforms others 
in supporting focus, as measured by task completion (Haruvi 
et al. 2021). The second is that their music is adaptive and 
can be driven in realtime by users’ data such as heart rate 
and movement. Using this dynamic biofeedback, they claim, 

offers more advanced performance in musical function (bet-
ter focus, sleep, etc.).

With these offerings, they strongly promote the concept 
that modern life must urgently be made more bearable and 
productive using scientifically engineered adaptive music; 
“our bodies and minds are not fit for the new world we live 
in”. Their website combines argument-based and impres-
sionistic elements to build this case, presenting an online 
manifesto (Fig. 3) with sleek graphic design and high pro-
duction values. The concept of evolution is present through-
out, with Endel describing themselves as a “tech-aided bod-
ily function”. The spiel is unequivocal about the enormity of 
this AI-driven transformation to music experience; it “will 
reshape our collective future”.

The app design marks an extreme repositioning of the 
music consumption experience, from the record-store front, 
where we think of music almost entirely in terms of who 
made it, to a sensory space completely isolated from issues 
of authorship and social connection.5 The music seamlessly 
flows through the navigation of the app, giving confidence in 
the idea that the music is adaptive and ambiently intelligent.

Even where Endel has engaged in major artist collabo-
rations, these are nested within the overall design experi-
ence, not trumpeted. Within the app, the experience design 
remains primary. Users are not shopping for their favourite 
artist, but controlling, using very coarse options, this “tech-
aided bodily function”. There is no colour or photography, 

Fig. 3  Endel’s manifesto drives a strong cybernetic vision with technology supporting human adaptivity to challenging circumstances. This 
includes the concept that the user shouldn’t be burdened with thinking at all about

5 Though the history of streaming platforms includes those who 
opted for a minimalist, radio-like, experience: “you press play, we’ll 
do the rest”.

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/endel
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/endel
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only Endel-branded vector graphics, which are carefully 
woven into the app’s flows (Fig. 4).

Endel’s pitch to be the preferred choice for relaxation, 
focus and sleep music, drawing a regular subscription fee 
from users who are probably already paying for other plat-
forms with functional music options, depends in part on the 
case they make for the benefits of adaptive music and the 
particular quality of their adaptive music technology. But 
this belies a complex relationship.

Firstly, their argument is ambiguous. Whilst they make a 
case that functional music can be better if it is bioresponsive, 
this seems trumped by their own other case, that the key 
lies in the expert scientific use of frequency distributions, 
noise, harmonicity and rhythm. The key academic research 
they cite refers only to this (Haruvi et al. 2021), not the 
bioresponsive design, and indeed the scientific literature on 
the focus, relaxation and sleep effects of acoustic design is 
much more extensive than that on the effects of biorespon-
sive systems. Couldn’t most if not all of what Endel achieves 
be achieved via an existing streaming service? Endel seem to 
have harnessed this ambiguity adeptly: developing a holistic 
brand identity as expert providers of functional music, the 
technical details of the dynamic generative system are con-
sidered of little concern to users, as long as their personal 
experience reinforces this messaging. An important aside is 
that in line with the Google/Facebook business model, and 
with other health data product lines like FitBit and Nike 
Sport Kit, getting this fine grained access to users’ physi-
ological data has additional value for the company (this is 
true despite the company’s intention to use it).

Another dynamic may be playing into this: people seem 
happy to utilise two different services where a distinction in 
use is conceptually valuable. For example, users may like the 
distinction that they message friends on WhatsApp but col-
leagues on Slack, even if these tools aren’t hugely differenti-
ated in terms of functionality. They become different spaces 
with different social associations (one may choose to mute 
Slack but not WhatsApp when on holiday, and vice versa). 

Likewise, users may find it conceptually cleaner to separate 
their functional music needs from listening to their favourite 
bands, Endel can help them “get away” from the cognitive 
load of Spotify or other streaming services, which push new 
releases and mixes and offer a bewildering range of options. 
Again, Endel’s design plays into this. Even if the streams are 
infinitely generative, this is not pitched as “infinite choice”. 
There is no shopfront window or library of options, but 
instead a very short list of scenarios, grouped according to 
“now”, “focus”, “relax”, “sleep”, and “activity”.

Endel’s CEO Oleg Stavitsky signals this intent:

“Right now, people go into the app and they browse 
through a catalog of soundscapes and they choose one 
and decide what they’re going to listen to right now. 
This is a very old school consumption pattern. I think 
what we want to get to is a user opening Endel and 
seeing just one big play button” (Malik 2022).

It is easy to see Endel as an appealing lifestyle choice 
for consumers with disposable incomes, especially when 
pitched as having health and productivity benefits. Endel’s 
own research (Malik 2022) shows that their main users are 
young professionals needing to focus (many working from 
home or in open-plan offices), students, and frontline profes-
sionals needing to de-stress after a shift. Arguably, Endel is 
not just drawing listeners’ attention away from other music 
platforms, but making the case to its users that every part 
of the day can be enhanced in some way with carefully 
designed music.

I am listening to music from Endel’s app, in “focus” mode, 
as I write this. It is playing a perfect 120bpm (my clock hap-
pens to be ticking in perfect synchrony in the background). 
A very soft 4/4 kick and almost imperceptible hi-hat are the 
only drums, joined by regular chord washes, a gentle flutter-
ing melody and occasional glissandi and other ornamentation. 
The music is loop based, but not perfectly repetitive. Some-
thing is always changing slightly. The chords are not robotic, 
sometimes spread and pushed ahead of the beat. There is just 

Fig. 4  Endel’s app interface is sleek and calming, with no colour, consistent minimalist graphic treatment, and minimal options
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enough movement in what is happening to not irritate, but no 
more. Over very long durations things morph. Everything that 
comes in does so incredibly gradually. The sound palette is 
rich and lush but with enough grit (e.g., mild distortion) that 
I don’t find it sickly.

As a music producer with an experimental orientation, I 
find the music to be excellent, good moody EDM. It convinces 
me that Endel are adept at creating music that is good to focus 
to. At other times I have heard what I think are wandering 
generative melodies, stereotypically shapeless, that convince 
me there is low-level generation of musical notes in Endel’s 
system, but leave me wondering how important this is to the 
overall effect.

I infer that Endel’s GME is largely based on the arrang-
ing of pre-prepared audio samples, but with the possibility 
of adding more adaptive granular generative elements (such 
as specific note sequences). Since it can adaptively adjust its 
tempo, and presumably does so running on a user’s device, 
not as a live stream for each custom user, it needs to carefully 
manage the computational cost of realtime audio generation. 
This could be achieved with realtime time-stretching of audio, 
but that can produce audio artefacts, and Endel seems to place 
strong emphasis on audio quality.

5.2  Aimi—re‑envisioning artists relationship 
with audiences through infinite streams

Aimi (http:// aimi. fm) are a start-up company operating in 
a similar space to Endel but with a key distinction being 
that they are much more artist-focused. They have received 
$20M in Series B funding (https:// www. crunc hbase. com/ 
organ izati on/ aimi- e92a). They also offer never-ending gen-
erative music experiences that fall into two categories: those 
created by named artists, and those created by Aimi, with 
mood tags such as “serenity” and “flow”. Also, although 
Aimi’s key branding and messaging appears genre-agnos-
tic, their current offering of artists falls exclusively within 
techno, house and other related EDM styles.

While Endel have been careful to market their music as 
a health product without named authorship, except in cer-
tain “collaborations” with artists, Aimi have championed 
a roster of artists. In doing so there is an implicit associa-
tion between Aimi and a record label or agency, though 
the artists are simply using Aimi’s platform and are in no 
way “signed” to Aimi. They also draw associations with 
radio; in their domain name’s use of the “.fm” suffix, and 
in the creation of experiences that feel like live-streamed 

Fig. 5  Aimi’s in-house selection of infinite streams, combining some functional identifiers (serenity, chill, flow, push) with genre tags (house, 
electronica, lounge)

http://aimi.fm
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/aimi-e92a
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/aimi-e92a
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DJ sets. However, Aimi do not explicitly draw this asso-
ciation themselves. Furthermore, this is a topic in flux 
as Aimi develops. In early 2023, it temporarily removed 
its artist roster, and returned to a simplified selection of 
streams, but the roster has since returned. Meanwhile, at 
the time of writing, it is in the process of releasing a crea-
tor tool to help electronic musicians produce tracks, and 
a distribution concept where creators can contribute ele-
ments to Aimi’s managed live streams.

Aimi’s original roster of hand-picked artists were a 
focused group of techno and house producers. As a judge of 
their audience numbers, when counted (in Nov 2022), there 
was one artist with 2 million monthly listeners on Spotify, 
15 other artists with over 100,000, another 27 artists with 
over 10,000, and another 10 artists with fewer listeners. The 
roster was 86% male, largely solo producers, with a handful 
of duos (Fig. 5).

Although functional music is a core pillar of their offer-
ing, Aimi clearly differentiate themselves from Endel’s 
values with this artist focus. They strongly push artist and 
listener-related values that stress frictionless accessibility: 
they pronounce that the music will always be free and there 
will never be advertisements. They trumpet the passion art-
ists have for their music and the passion listeners have for 
the artists. In a podcast interview, Aimi’s CEO and founder 
Edward Balassanian describes the artists most interested in 
creation with Aimi as being artists with “art at the heart” 
(Sparrow 2022). He stresses the slow-build that Aimi has 
undertaken to engage with artists and their fans, via one-to-
one network building within the genres they have targeted. 
In addition, since some of Aimi’s music production AI is 
specifically trained on Aimi’s original roster of artists’ pro-
duction techniques, Balassanian stresses Aimi’s commitment 
to fairly remunerating artists whose creative skills have been 
modelled in AI tools. This references an important public 
debate about fairness an attribution in the use of artist data 
for training ML systems.

For the listener, they emphasise the ease of selecting 
music with taglines such as “experience effortless listen-
ing”, and “just press play”, providing free and ad-free music.

Aimi’s business model is less clear than Endel’s, given 
their promise not to charge listeners for the music—exactly 
Endel’s strategy, and a bold take when the topic of fair remu-
neration for artists is heated. Their vision for the “future of 
monetizing music” is relatively traditional for a software 
company, focusing on their forthcoming paid creator tools. 
But their generative streaming product, like Endel, also 
places focus on the power to adapt music in response to 
data, but with a stronger focus on commercial situations, 
such as shop sales, where the music could be driven by cus-
tomer activity.

Further, Aimi’s grander plan involves enriching the artist-
audience relationship as an ecosystem formed around their 
GME. Their player app allows users to interactively control 
Aimi artist streams, mixing specific elements, and changing 
abstract parameters such as “intensity” and “progression” 
(Fig. 6). Balassanian explains that they envision a special 
type of user emerging, the “curator”, part artist, part fan, 
who, like a DJ, manipulates artist streams, and becomes part 
of a production ecosystem. Thus, Aimi’s monetisation plans 
also involve creating such forms of active engagement with 
the music and with musical cultures. Critical to the discus-
sion below, it is important to note that none of this is tested 
yet in good “product market fit”, and to note that there are 
several potential strands that might get locked into place as 
this business model develops.

Like Endel, I find the music experience to be impressive 
and very listenable. The music follows sensible transitions. 
The mix is coherent. Occasionally, a drop down seems to 
come out of nowhere or does not build any intensity before 
it drops back, as you’d expect from a dance music track, 
but it is never jarring and never sounds wrong. There are 
fewer flourishes and breaks than in the recorded work of 
the same artists I listened to, but there are lots of interesting 

Fig. 6  Aimi’s app interface elements, as advertised through their website, indicating some of the possibilities for user control of infinite streams
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transitions that are not just simple four-bar changes, one-hit 
embellishments trigger drops, elements fade in and out in 
interesting ways, and tracks seemingly progress through A-B 
structures. Above all, the music’s endlessness reminds me of 
EDM DJ mixes where the relentless constancy of the music 
can be appealing, putting you in a “zone”, often described 
as “hypnotic”, but can also become too entrenched in the 
background. But equally, the relentlessness of the streams 
becomes striking—they can lack development. The offer of 
infiniteness begs comparison with other forms of music lis-
tening that this experience erases: the radio DJ’s shout outs, 
their decision to change up the tempo, the natural coming-
to-an-end of a show or set, and the sudden appearance of 
a recognisable hit. How long might someone leave one of 
these streams running? Could a shop keeper or hairdresser 
decide to just lock in a certain stream for the long term?

5.3  Splash—empowering amateur music creation

Splash (https:// www. splas hmusic. com/) (formerly Popgun) 
is a start-up that uses AI with a mission statement of “bring-
ing the joy of music making to everyone”. With $23M in 
funding to date (https:// www. crunc hbase. com/ organ izati on/ 
popgun), it has moved through a number of product itera-
tions. At the time of writing its primary product is a game 
on a popular 3D gaming and social platform, Roblox (https:// 
www. roblox. com/), where players, largely teenage children, 
can perform music, skate and dance in a virtual music club 
and skate park environment. Players gain status points from 
their performance in these activities, and as they gain higher 
status, gain access to more resources such as audio sample 
packs. Like many games on the platform, the game combines 
social and light competitive elements.

Splash’s CEO Stephen Phillips explains how he came up 
with the game when watching his daughter playing other 
games on the platform, enjoying how she was immersed 
and socially engaged, and noticing that there was no existing 
music-based game on the platform. He envisioned the game 
as a space where kids can find the confidence to perform, 
and take pleasure in performing, to play at being famous 
(where “fame” is “gamified” through points and access to 
new music resources), but without the obstacles to doing so. 
The Splash website states: “Splash is the world's best virtual 
music festival. This never-ending festival brings music and 
gameplay together in fun new ways. Everyone can feel like 
a star by using our AI instrument to perform music on stage 
and interact with live audiences.”

Splash provides tools for players to be able to mix music 
tracks from a selection of readymade loops. New users 
entering the game are presented with the chance to perform 
once they have familiarised themselves with the club envi-
ronment. They can then choose music “packs” by genre. 
When performing, users can activate and deactivate different 

voices and sections on a two-bar cycle, creating music per-
formances. These are rated by other players. They can also 
be shared outside of the game environment. Based on the 
game’s Discord discussion server, Splash has a large number 
of active and highly enthusiastic users who get together in 
parties in the Splash environment.

Interestingly, this interface makes no discernible use 
of advanced machine learning (ML), yet as a company, 
Splash has done significant prior and ongoing work in AI 
music tools. There are two points here (both of which I will 
develop later): as mentioned above, whilst the interface is a 
simple audio mixer, it establishes a scenario in which non-
musicians perform simplified music creation through the 
selecting, mixing and arranging of readymade elements, 
in which AI innovations can be identified and developed. 
This is part of Splash’s longer term strategy. And indeed 
like Aimi, Splash developers indicate that AI is used more 
behind the scenes, such as in the generation of new custom 
user sample packs. Additionally, interviewed developers 
stressed the design challenge that this use case opens up: 
finding the challenge sweet spot where non-expert users can 
easily make music, engaging socially as creators, but not so 
easily that it is not engaging (Fig. 7).

Secondly, the innovation of the Splash game and Splash’s 
other products comes from a very strong philosophy of 
agile development within the company. In interview, Phil-
lips describes a method in which the company is very quick 
to seed rounds of experimental prototype development, and 
equally quick to shut them down. Several such phases are 
documented and Phillips says he has killed about 15 prod-
ucts, with the view that start-ups that do well are the ones 
that can do rapid experiments and take risks. In prior work, 
this has included a 6-month development of an experimental 
AI-powered version of Apple’s Garageband software, and 
their own music generation plugin toolkit, which embeds 
symbolic music generation tools into other DAWs.

At the time of first writing (early 2023), Splash have 
announced that the core music creation activity from the 
game is being moved to an app, with the same basic func-
tionality for music creation from curated packs of readymade 
loops. Parallel to the Splash game, they maintain a series of 
virtual AI artists, who appear in the game, forming a wider 
transmedia storyworld. They have also released demos of 
AI vocal generation tools, and an AI text-to-music tool that 
takes a text prompt and creates a hip hop track with original 
AI-generated lyrics. A new text-to-music tool has since been 
released (September 2023) (Fig. 8).

As with the other companies, but perhaps more promi-
nent with Splash, given their more extreme and fragmented 
approach to experimental product sprints, the company’s 
asset value lies not only in the products but also in its data-
base of music samples, that make up the packs in their game, 
app and virtual artist products. This was apparent through 

https://www.splashmusic.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/popgun
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/popgun
https://www.roblox.com/
https://www.roblox.com/
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interviews with the music technology team, who see a core 
value in their ability to produce music packs for their users. 
This musical material is produced in-house, at a direct 
labour cost to investors, and is owned by Splash outright. 
It is worth noting this labour cost both directs money away 
from technology innovation, but also enables the company’s 
other activities. Additional value, importantly, lies with their 
technical teams, comprising of integrated music and com-
puting/AI skills. For example, in interview, Splash’s CTO 
revealed his musical rather than software, background and 
the company’s strong focus on innovation in music/software 
creation workflows.

5.4  Uncanny Valley—bringing AI music creation 
into a production music remit

Uncanny Valley are a small production music studio. They 
are an outlier in this paper, serving a comparative approach, 
because they are not a start-up and have not received any 
investment in software development. Their main income 
is from production music for well-known TV series, for 
which they have a large resume of major names from real-
ity TV, sports, news and other areas. They often work with 

experimental technologies and have been actively exploring 
AI-generated music for over 5 years, culminating in their 
own GME, MEMU, which they use for bespoke creative 
projects.

I have had an ongoing working relationship with Uncanny 
Valley for several years, most recently in three projects that 
produced a real-time installation artwork utilising MEMU.

Unlike the other companies discussed, although Uncanny 
Valley explored the commercialisation possibilities of their 
AI music work, they made the decision in 2021 to keep 
music production as their core business and to treat their 
GME and their music AI work as an extension of the work 
as producers, rather than as a potential software product. 
This was in recognition of their core values, skill base and 
strengths as a company. There was too much risk in explor-
ing unknown products, without strong experience in start-
ups and commercial software development, and this was a 
threat to their company’s existing strengths and values, both 
in terms of time commitment and in terms of impact to their 
brand.

On this, Uncanny Valley commented that their brand as a 
production studio often benefited from an association with 
AI and other cutting-edge technologies. They cite modern 

Fig. 7  The Splash Roblox game. Users can perform dance, music and skate moves in a virtual club and skate park environment. Success at these 
performances, rated by other users, increases points and unlocks new music packs
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car companies as an example, who increasingly want to 
pitch their cars as advanced entertainment environments. 
However, they note that for some of their clients AI is not 
a productive association or goes too easily over people’s 
heads. Subsequently they choose carefully when to pitch 
AI-oriented ideas to clients who have not solicited them. 
They also noted that their physical location has impacted 
how easy it might be to develop software commercialisation 
opportunities as opposed to major start-up centres like San 
Francisco, Berlin and London.

Uncanny Valley have undertaken AI music brand engage-
ment projects with companies including Telstra, a major 
Australian telecoms company and KPMG, a major account-
ancy firm and most recently (with myself) in a commission 
from the Sydney Opera House to “turn the building’s real-
time data into music”. These engagements involve producing 
concept videos showcasing original uses of technology. For 

example, for Telstra they produced an AI-generated remix 
of the famous Australian hit You’re the Voice. More recently, 
they licensed a dedicated generative stream, designed as 
a focus experience similar to Endel, to a major radio and 
media firm, SCA, whose app was developed to aggregate the 
firm’s large roster of radio stations with additional podcasts 
and other audio material. The firm considered Uncanny Val-
ley’s GME an interesting experiment that was worth explor-
ing both as an immediate way to create a dedicated and dis-
tinct focus channel on their app, but also as a quick way to 
dip a toe into the generative music space, with a mind to 
seeing what might be possible and what parameters arose.6

Thus, Uncanny Valley bring a very different perspective 
for comparison to the other companies. They are engaged in 
the long-term production of a GME but continue to work as 
a production company and not as a technology company pro-
ducing software products. Commissioned projects support 
the accumulation of capability and prestige in this space, and 
some projects such as the SCA collaboration have the poten-
tial to expand into more significant commercial projects.

Fig. 8  The Splash app. Left, 
choice of packs. Right, perfor-
mance interface for a chosen 
pack

6 From an interview with SCA’s Innovation Manager.
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The MEMU system is a relatively simple Python pro-
gram that selects, tunes, cuts up and mixes audio segments 
according to a simple set of rules and manual tags. It was 
built primarily by Uncanny Valley co-director Justin Shave, 
who is also the company’s lead composer. Thus, the system 
and audio are “in-house” in the extreme: developed largely 
by the same person.

6  Analysis: pairwise comparisons 
between companies

We see each of the four companies studied in this paper at 
very different places in their innovation journeys. It is fruit-
ful now to develop the themes introduced earlier through a 
set of three specific pairwise comparisons that illustrate the 
key discussion points developed above (Fig. 9).

6.1  Aimi/Splash—comparing the degree of agile 
and open‑ended search

Aimi and Splash can be considered at a similar stage in 
their development. Splash visibly pursue an aggressive 
agile innovation strategy, clearly articulated by the CEO and 
evidenced by the speed at which they have moved through 
a series of products. Having done serious development of 
advanced music AI products, with a dedicated music and 
machine learning team, their fast-moving approach led them 
to switch momentarily to a product that had no immediate 
use of advanced AI, yet still spoke to their narrative of using 
AI to transform music experience. It also significantly lever-
aged their growing repository of loop packs, their ongoing 
development of a GME infrastructure, using a simple loop 
mixer. Importantly, it provided a space for them to build 
a relationship with a key user demographic of musically 
aspirational teenagers, and gain knowledge relating to their 

vision of how AI can support teenage self-expression and 
creative social engagement. Splash are in the process of 
releasing new AI generation tools (based on more recently 
emerging text-to-audio generation technology) and further 
developing an app version of their engine. This has taken 
significant background research in ML and builds on rapid 
advances in the research sphere.

In contrast, Aimi present a far more targeted vision on a 
specific product ecosystem, emphasising this consistency 
through artist and listener values and a singular product 
offering. In this, they appear more strongly focused on con-
sciously envisioning a transformed musical culture. This is 
reinforced by their building of a roster of engaged artists, 
positioning them more ambiguously by infusing their status 
as technology company with notions from creator communi-
ties, record labels and radio stations. Aimi’s release of a new 
app that enables user interaction and expands their services 
to artists beyond their curated roster marks a key moment to 
test experimental designs and gather user data, but the take 
up of this service is yet to be determined.

In both cases, the company faces immediate challenges 
in understanding which of a wide range of possible interface 
designs will best engage their respective user bases. Aimi’s 
challenge is considerable in having to satisfy both artists and 
listeners, bringing them on a journey of rethinking estab-
lished music production, distribution and listening practices. 
The artists must be satisfied that having an algorithm arrange 
and mix their music does not significantly undermine the 
quality of the music: arrangement and mix are far from 
peripheral creative tasks in EDM, often defining an artist. 
Aimi’s GME must either do this well automatically or be 
sufficiently controllable by the artist that they can ensure it 
sounds the way they want.

Phillips and his developers’ descriptions of Splash’s agile 
strategy present it not simply as jumping around between 
different product ideas, but as a cumulative process of 

Fig. 9  Pairwise comparisons between companies. Comparing Splash 
and Aimi, both focus on bringing digital interactive musicking to 
musical cultures. Splash presents as having a much higher appetite 
for agile development. Comparing Aimi and Endel, Aimi matches 
much of Endel’s technological vision but with a much more complex 
ecosystem connecting artists and fans, compared to Endel’s more in-
house approach. Endel also has secured a clear product-market-fit 

with the relatively simple concept of easy and “proven” functional 
music, and is able to engage in a higher level form of blind search, 
from the starting point of a developed GME. Comparing Endel and 
Uncanny Valley, Endel have a more mature GME with significant 
development resources, while Uncanny Valley represent a production 
studio bringing generative technologies into their repertoire, but both 
companies still work largely in-house
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developing the company’s knowledge, capability, and 
profile, for example with technical capabilities, and an 
understanding of generative music user experience, being 
recurring concerns across a range of products. The game 
application is a detailed study of a user experience concept 
in which, again, music is reconceptualised. However, in this 
agility, Splash offer significantly less consistency of vision 
and seem less committed to following through on their ideas, 
something which may undermine the perception of their val-
ues, and reliability.

Likewise, Aimi’s more consistent strategy does not mean 
there are not significant “blind” phases, and many R&D 
experiments being undertaken, albeit within a narrower field 
given their more consistent vision. Aimi’s search is more 
tightly constrained by a non-varying goal, whereas Splash’s 
goal is more overtly variable. For both companies, regardless 
of how open they are to different product outcomes, much 
of this search may have a common goal of finding “GME 
efficacy” in terms of how music, technology and specifically 
AI engineering skills are combined in innovative teams.

6.2  Endel/Aimi—comparing different stages 
of experimental product development

Endel is the more mature of the four companies. It has 
successfully built a strong profile as a functional music 
service, winning over a large cohort of users, presumably 
achieving product-market-fit. The massive repositioning of 
music devoid of the rich shopfront of artist selection and 
engagement, wrapped into a minimal musical experience, 
successfully supports the brand identity. This is in some 
ways comparable to the company Muzak who experimented 
with early forms of functional music including the use of 
“stimulus progression” to enhance workers’ productivity. 
Muzak famously became synonymous with blandness in 
music. Endel have so far been successful in avoiding such 
associations through a combination of an enchanting cyber-
netic narrative and, arguably, the quality of the music. In 
doing so they have tapped a key decision point in users’ 
lives: when they need to focus, relax, sleep, etc. do they 
reach for the chaotic shopfront of Spotify or Apple Music, 
with the high cognitive load of choice, or do they reach for 
the simplicity of Endel? The functional utility of AI here 
is ambiguous, but its role in the narrative is key: the music 
adapts to you, so you can focus on the thing you’re doing 
(in some ways this is a logical extension of the concept of 
music recommendation).

Endel’s engagement in blind search is therefore less vis-
ible. What is key here though is what comes next, now that 
Endel’s engine has reached a degree of maturity. Endel 
describes a series of integrations (https:// endel. io/ integ ratio 
ns) with cars, consumer electronics, health and wellness, 
retail spaces, “mass meditations”, and work and education, 

that extend beyond the regular personal app experience. 
Here, we see Endel embedded in a more advance phase of 
search, that builds upon a secured initial viable product. In 
contrast to Endel’s very focused core product, these various 
integration concepts are presented as an unordered list of 
possible music reimaginings. Few offer very much detail, 
some may be very simple concept experiments that help fur-
nish this vision of a great diversity of application potentials. 
Any one of these may become the real killer application 
driving Endel’s success, making them the 100 × company 
and new market owner their investment logic demands.

Aimi is comparable, though at an earlier stage of develop-
ment. They envision a myriad of novel applications that can 
be serviced by their basic recipe of GME, artist-created con-
tent, and interaction scenarios. Developing evidence of their 
products’ extended application potential in new scenarios 
is a key goal. But with a far more complex end-to-end eco-
system of music production and experience, this goal must 
also compete with other necessary proofs-of-concept, each 
involving additional development commitment, to arrive at 
a clear picture of that ecosystem.

The major difference is that Aimi’s forthcoming app pro-
vides the user with a vast amount of creative control over 
the music which is an untested concept in two ways: firstly, 
in how users might respond to such choice, and secondly in 
how artists might accept or reject the notion of their work 
being creatively manipulated, with no authoritative original 
form to refer to as the master. Unlike Endel, then, Aimi’s 
business model is significantly higher risk in terms of an 
understanding of the user experience and the work involved 
in building it, though the payoff may be greater in the end.

6.3  Endel/Uncanny Valley—comparing 
different approaches to integrated in‑house 
music‑and‑software development

Lastly, comparing Endel and Uncanny Valley is informa-
tive. Both have in common that their GME and production 
of musical assets are done in-house (i.e., not involving 3rd 
party artists7), meaning they share the task of developing 
an integrated process of infinite music production, with in-
house producers developing materials that are well coordi-
nated with the GME. Both subsume the artist, Endel as part 
of a carefully constructed product offering, Uncanny Valley 
more simply as an extension of their work as a production 
music house. The in-house integration reduces some of the 
issues faced by Aimi, who must find ways of fitting in with 

7 Although Endel does engage in “collaborations” with artists, these 
are few, and appear as major investments where Endel’s in-house 
team would presumably work closely in the integration into the sys-
tem. This is different to Aimi’s goal of making a system that inte-
grates artists’ work with minimal human input.

https://endel.io/integrations
https://endel.io/integrations
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3rd party artists’ expectations and workflows. Both Aimi and 
Splash are also seeking interface designs to allow end-users 
to play with music streams. For Endel and Uncanny Valley, 
the end-user is simply a listener.

The differences are of scale and orientation: an ascendent 
platform, Endel, versus a small two-person team, Uncanny 
Valley. Yet, both are in the open-ended search for new appli-
cations for their engines through a variety of spin-off experi-
ments. For Endel, this is an active, broad search through 
the world of possible integrations with major partners. For 
Uncanny Valley, it is highly constrained by the individual 
commissions that come in from clients with specific interests 
in generative streams, combined with their own ability to 
cross-subsidise experimentation from their core business. 
At these two levels of scale, though, we see two different 
innovation and software development processes. For Endel, 
the GME is managed by a large team, carefully versioned 
and documented, with the potential to generalise a power-
ful engine. For Uncanny Valley, there are between 1 and 3 
developers working for short periods of time when specific 
projects allow it. The resulting engine is more bespoke and 
unlikely to scale up to a more general framework (though 
not impossible as the code base accumulates).

7  Discussion

This comparison of four companies struggling for success in 
GME-based products, with their differences and commonali-
ties, provides a portrait of the emerging landscape of GME 
innovation. The three start-ups share ambitious visions for 
how their work could transform wider music culture through 
the realisation of specific new forms of generative music 
production and consumption. They are marked by differ-
ences in how those visions are managed with respect to the 
risk and uncertainty inherent in their endeavours.

This paper considered these case studies with two ques-
tions in mind: Q1 how do start-ups manage innovation in 
such a speculative field? Q2 how does their own conception 
of value play out in the decisions they make? I consider Q1 
first.

Endel, the most mature company, has established a clear 
and simple value proposition as the go-to service for func-
tional music, manifest as a focused subscription-based plat-
form. This proposition is communicated through a strong 
cybernetic narrative fusing AI and evolutionary themes, but 
without the high risk of depending heavily on AI innovation 
or radically new forms of community building to achieve 
their goal. Arguably, AI is a peripheral contributor to their 
product’s value in practice. Thus, with respect to innovation, 
Endel seemed to be initially conservative in the risk they 
took with exploring AI product concepts. The primary value 
of Endel’s product is arguably the quality of its music, not 

its AI. By making music in-house, they have ensured this 
quality, and have also avoided having to build creator tools 
or listener interfaces with complex end-user design require-
ments. But their resulting mature framework and existing 
user-base makes them well-placed to open up more specu-
lative experimentation in adaptive music integrations, and 
this is underway through ambitious experiments. They have 
adeptly manoeuvred to the point where they have brought a 
mature GME very early to market with established product-
market-fit and the freedom to speculatively explore its wider 
application value.

Aimi and Splash are younger companies, both well-
funded, and both offering impassioned visions for how 
their work will improve music culture through technology. 
Yet their founders present quite marked differences in rec-
onciling their vision with different levels of agile practice. 
Aimi presents the more committed and fleshed out vision 
of an enhanced music culture in which they connect elec-
tronic music artists with audiences in new technologically-
mediated experiences. But this vision comes with a complex 
entangled space of technological, sociocultural and design 
challenges that the company must navigate. Splash have 
a more ambiguous vision and overtly express a culture of 
rapid, agile development, moving between more modular 
product ideas in rapid sprints, a more aggressive search for 
a minimal viable product and product-market fit. Despite 
these differences, both companies are constantly accumu-
lating forms of value, from databases of audio assets to 
new approaches to integrating software development, AI, 
and music expertise in their teams. They are empowered 
by generous funding to do so, but with the expectation of 
converting these accumulated assets into profits.

Uncanny Valley, the outlier, abandoned their product 
development ambitions, choosing instead to stick with 
bespoke GME development for specific creative commis-
sions in line with their core business as a production music 
studio. Their GME is funded to tens of thousands of dollars 
rather than millions, but still draws on a wide ecosystem 
of available AI music software and illustrates how diverse 
the GME innovation space is. But they represent how GME 
development exists in diverse forms besides technology 
firms, and their work is typical of production studios increas-
ingly incorporating creative technologies development in a 
studio practice.

This shows how each start-up product vision remains in 
tension with their product reality in various ways. Endel 
overstate their AI narrative as part of a rich imagery that 
has seemingly played well with audience engagement. Aimi 
face a complex challenge of better understanding the emerg-
ing user culture that will serve their designs and achieve 
the vision of a new ecosystem in which engaged “curators” 
perform a new role. Splash manage an ongoing disconnect 
between creating experiences that gamify musical success 
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and the reality of supporting musical expression. Like Endel, 
their success seems more decoupled from their AI invest-
ment than their vision may make apparent, but this could 
pivot at any time as they introduce diverse products.

The second question (Q2) concerns how companies 
develop and perceive their own value over time, not only 
in their immediate product vision or software offering but 
in all its forms, from assets to culture. These case studies 
have attempted to capture ways in which, on their journey 
to a product vision, the residual value that gets built—algo-
rithms, datasets, teams, userbases—is an immediate but 
hidden factor that drives future development, offering new 
opportunities for success that may, in doing so, ultimately 
present opportunities that are contradictory to their own 
vision. Thus, Endel can be seen as successfully prioritis-
ing the creation of a user-base of functional music listen-
ers, in order to facilitate a more in-depth generative music 
product search. Splash’s strongly agile approach to products 
can appear eccentric but belies a more consistent and steady 
accumulation of developer and AI capability, whilst nurtur-
ing a user-base of young gamers, and the cultural capital 
of their AI artists. Like Endel, the users may be there for 
slightly different reasons than the quality of any AI music 
product—in Splash’s case, the environment is above all 
a “festival”, a fun social space. Aimi can also be seen as 
embodying some of these elements but playing a longer 
game: developing GME capability (in both teams and soft-
ware) and nurturing a user-base of electronic musicians, who 
also provide rich user-experience data about musicians’ atti-
tudes to GME use.

This portrait of four innovation journeys is characterised 
by competing agencies, portraying a situation of dynamic 
sociotechnical emergence. CEOs and investors have extraor-
dinary power to influence musical culture, employing vast 
capital resources with which they can enlist large bodies 
of users into their technology ecosystems, using product 
visions and narratives of the future of music as their primary 
means to enact that power. Thus, on one hand, it is essential 
to critically examine how that power is managed, who has 
access to it, and what drives it in commercially led sectors. 
But that power is also balanced by two forces. The first is the 
unfolding product reality: does the technology work, is the 
user experience design successful, and so on. Here, products 
are collectively shaped through the emergent phenomena of 
iterative human-centered design and commercial competi-
tion. The second is the external commercial sphere, where 
individual visions are simply usurped under acquisitions or 
other transitions. Here, product visions may disappear alto-
gether but the technologies they produce remain, exapted to 
new application areas that may not share the socially positive 
principles found in the original vision.

With these considerations in mind, a comparison between 
such product visions and Hodgson’s notion of “imagined 

metrics” (Hodgson 2020) is fruitful. Hodgson describes how 
music technology start-ups frequently deal in over-exagger-
ated figures for potential revenues, with investors, CEOs and 
employees sharing in the imagination. The product visions 
considered in this paper are not so much exaggerations as 
simply inherently speculative constructions of possible 
musical futures. To investors, they inspire revolutionary 
potential. But in the interests of agility, they must remain 
open-ended and ambiguous, iterated within companies as 
well as through user-centered development. In so far as piv-
ots and acquisitions are concerned, product visions are ulti-
mately separable from the real assets of the company, with 
all parties aware of this potential eventuality.

What, then, do these case studies point to as potential 
impacts on music culture? Endel current maturity in prod-
uct-market fit is notable here in that to some extent its bid, 
seemingly successful, is not simply to compete with other 
platforms, but to fill more of our day with music, potentially 
growing the entire music market. But it also has the potential 
to replace long standing cultural practices in which music 
listening involves audiences connecting with artists, related 
to forms of cultural cohesion, with a form of industrialised 
music, making us feel relaxed, and potentially disconnecting 
us from music’s social value in its hyper-personalisation. 
Even if the music is a significant cut above faceless ‘eleva-
tor’ music, it is still the production of a corporation. Were 
a significant shift towards use of such platforms to occur 
this could simultaneously disempower artists and devalue 
music’s power to connect.

In its reimagining of musicking as a “democratised” 
process, with a significantly reduced barrier to entry into 
an individualist–competitivist sphere, Splash has similar 
potential, but pulling in another direction: this time pre-
dominantly social but potentially lacking deep engagement 
insofar as creative fulfilment is concerned. It seemingly has 
the potential to nurture creative music practices in which 
there is a high degree of dependence on the platform, and in 
the Splash environment, the company potentially controls 
the means to make music, the music artefacts and the vari-
ables that influence success (as well as virtual artists entirely 
owned by Splash). But this time the environment is highly 
participatory, and its lively Discord servers demonstrate 
users’ engagement. There is good reason to be wary of this 
capturing of creative expressive performance in an environ-
ment that offers seductively easy tools, but there seems to 
be no lack of cultural vibrancy in the resulting world. This 
points to an important topic for future research into AI music 
cultures: distinguishing and comparing value propositions 
such as deep engagement in music practices with equally 
abstract and intrinsic value concepts such as social engage-
ment and cultural expression in these new forms of musick-
ing. Here, Splash sit amongst a growing field of companies, 
most notably Bandlab, who are nurturing Garageband-like 
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music tools offering massive readymade databases of music 
and very low barriers to the construction of complete tracks. 
Whilst AI’s use may be relatively constrained at present in 
these creative technology ecosystems, these tools are AI-
oriented in their future thinking, creating myriad pathways 
to introduce AI into their many creation workflows.

Meanwhile, Aimi, the most artist-focused of the com-
panies looked at (as well as Endel, with their artist col-
laborations), present a scenario where those artists who 
produce with the service face potential creative challenges 
in the control they have over musical output, leaving deci-
sions to be automated by a realtime GME. If Aimi (as with 
any GME company) were to become a major platform, the 
minutiae of its GME design would strongly influence how 
the music we hear sounds. This is not usual in the historical 
relation between music technologies and music practices: 
examples include forms of within-platform competition 
such as the “radio wars”, where producers pushed mixes to 
achieve increasingly competitive loudness levels for radio. 
But GMEs represent a radical evolution of music distribu-
tion beyond fixed-media recordings. One could consider the 
rise of GME-mediated music being more akin to the history 
of website design, where web APIs and common standards 
dictated the kinds of websites people could make.

More broadly, then, in a world of multiple commercial 
competitors creating bespoke generative tools, there is, on 
one hand, a risk of fragmentation in which different GMEs 
are incompatible and nurture different music cultures, and on 
the other, the risk of an effective monopoly. If Aimi’s vision 
plays out, artists would submit musical segments to a GME, 
and possibly then engage in more or less depth with the 
scripting of generative behaviours. The web open standards 
developed by communities may be a good model for alleviat-
ing these risks and making a more pluralistic environment, 
in line with many other calls to avoid market centralisation 
in AI broadly (Crawford 2021), and creative AI specifically 
(Drott 2018; Born 2022a, b). This may emerge naturally 
under market pressures, but may also need to be driven by 
interested research communities or campaigners.

Furthermore, Aimi, Endel and to a lesser extent Uncanny 
Valley’s vision have in common that they invite new forms 
of listening where the taste-making power of recommen-
dation algorithms could conceivably be employed to work 
at increasingly granular levels, algorithms selecting which 
components come next or are mixed together. With intense 
scrutiny on the effect of recommender systems on individual 
and collective taste-making (Born 2022a, b) such develop-
ments will be important to monitor.

In these comments, I have not made connections with 
the specific minutiae of GME design features, but there is 
future potential to do so. Beyond the sequencing together 
of blocks of audio lie significantly more complex musical 

objects, potentially mediated by AI; segues, “drops”, fills, 
bridges, modulations, crescendos and so on. Each of the 
GMEs’ developer teams is tasked with enabling the crea-
tion of flexible and powerful music, which depends on 
such objects. It remains an ongoing issue how effectively 
any such devices are implemented, and this will be an 
ongoing concern in the competition for a successful GME 
as well as a focus for future research in this area.

8  Conclusion

In this paper, I considered as case studies three start-up 
companies and one music production studio, each vying 
to build GME-based music experiences. I analysed their 
product visions, seeking to understand how they innovate 
and how they apply their own conceptions of value. The 
resulting portrait of GME innovation helps us consider 
how creative agency is enacted in music innovation in the 
context of start-up culture, which I view as an emergent 
product of product visions interacting with technological 
and cultural realities, neither determined by a pure market 
nor by a founder’s vision, but in a complex of interactions. 
I consider how residual value is a strong factor influenc-
ing how start-ups realise their product visions, and look at 
some of the possible ways that the success of any one of 
these GME innovators might have wider reaching impacts 
on music culture.
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